
  Assessing 
A Review of student learning evaluations through  

Formative and Summative assessment  



Formative Assessment  

 Student Work Feedback 

• Preparation sheet for painting 

displays some good evidence 

of experimenting with extensive 

colour mixing.  

• Though it lacks  annotation in 

the form of labelling and written 

explanations. This is needed to 

communicate clearly this 

process of discovery.  

• There needs to be more 

connections made between the 

photographic source and the 

colours you are identifying. 

Reference the image and also 

the artists we are looking at 
Student’s Prep sheet 25/01/17 



Post Lesson Reflection  

  “My 5th year students began their prep sheets for their paintings this week. I explained 

quite clearly exactly what I was expecting to see in the preparation sheets and informed 

them that this was practice for the kind of work they would have to do into their workbook 

next year for the LC, and at first they each agreed they understood, 

though once they began, it seemed some understood more 

than others.  I would go to each individually (the great thing about only 

having 10 students is getting to talk to each student one on one) and I would 

explain again. After a couple of lessons I realised that I needed to 

write out a checklist of what needed to be on it and have it on the 

board during each lesson. Eg. 1. Evidence of experimentation 2. Labels and 

notes detailing evidence of process 3. Reference to the photograph and artists we are 

looking at. Etc.…Once I did this they all understood much better, and I could reference 

the list then as I went around, their progress with it improved then and I hope we will be 

on schedule now to start the paintings.” 

 

Reflective journal  Entry 25/01/16  



Lesson Plan  

After assessing the students prep sheets, I decided they needed 

some clearer instruction on what they needed to do for them. I 

decided to do this in the form of a check list. For the students to be 

able to keep track of their progress with them.   



Formative Feedback  - Check List  

 The Check list given to students as part of the 

formative feedback for their Prep sheets: 

1. Evidence of experimentation with paint mixing & 

application  

2. Notes and Labels detailing the process of 

discovery from start to finish  

3. Reference to the photographic source, in form of 

annotation and manipulation of photo material 

4. Dynamic layout & clear presentation of sheet 

5. Reference to Artists we are looking at in context 



Student Work Subsequent to 

Formative feedback   

Students responded 

well the to formative 

feedback and found 

the checklist useful to 

reference when 

completing their prep 

sheets. Every student 

in the class put in a 

great effort to 

document their 

discovery process 

while mixing paint 

with good labels and 

annotations  

Students Prep sheet 30/01/17  



Summative 

Assessment  

  

As the development of the scheme changed at the beginning, with photography 

being less of a focus, the rubric category relating to photography became 

unnecessary when it came to assessing the work. As well as the drawing at the 

beginning, I assessed the students on their painting skills, knowledge and 

understanding and attitude to the project  



Student #1  

  Over All Score 87% 

Feedback:  
Painting Skills 

Student did a great job of investigating the 

subject matter. Student has shown a deep 

comprehension of colour tone and how to mix 

and layer paint. Attention to detail displays 

great skill manoeuvring the tools.  

Knowlegde and Understanding 

Students work displays good understanding of 

connections made with contextual artists 

Hopper & Sheeler. In class discussion student 

displayed comprehension of subject matter.  

Attitude  

Student responded to project with   

 

 



Student #2 

 Over All Score 80% 

Feedback:  
Painting Skills 

Student shows great ability in translating the 

visual information recorded about the subject 

matter. The work presents evidence that the 

student has become highly proficient in their 

paint layering technique.  

Knowledge and understanding  

Student showed great knowledge of subject 

matter and interpretation skills.  

The work shows strong connection to the 

contextual studies 

Attitude  

Although frequently absent, student showed 

good interest in the project and participated 

well in discussions   

 

 



Student #3  

 Overall Score 75%  

Feedback: 

Painting Skills   
Student displays good ability of 
manoeuvring tools and applying paint to 
the surface. Student shows a fair ability of 
identifying colour tone and how paint is 
mixed.  

Knowledge and Understanding  

Student’s work displays some good 
evident connection to the contextual 
artists. Student showed a fair 
understanding of subject matter 

Attitude  

Student maintained a good level of interest 
and participation through out the project.  

  

 

 



Student #4  

 Overall score 55% 

Feedback:  
Painting Skills 

Student shows a poor ability to translate visual 

information recorded about the subject matter. 

Student displays only basic comprehension of 

identifying and mixing tones. Paint application is 

crude and unfinished.  

Knowledge and Understanding  

Student’s work displays little evidence of 

connection to contextual artists. Shallow 

understanding of subject matter. 

Attitude  

Student rarely fully applied himself to the project 

through out.  


